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SUBJECT: Bethlehem Parking Authority Variable Rate Pricing Recommendations 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

In 2018, the City of Bethlehem and the Bethlehem Parking Authority (BPA) have completed a 

comprehensive study of parking supply, demand, and operations in the Northside and 

Southside sections of the downtown.  However, since the submission of this report the 

question of variable parking rates as a strategy to improve parking performance has arisen.  

Variable rate pricing —also known as demand-responsive pricing, or performance pricing—

means setting curbside parking meter rates based on demand in a block or zone at a particular 

time of day. The goal is to make sure there are always a few open spaces per block and 

encourage people to park only as long as they need. Theoretically, this arrangement should 

enable more customers to shop or eat in a business district. 

 

Parking pricing is just one of several parking management strategies. Other parking and 

transportation demand management (TDM) strategies include, but are not limited to, off-street 

parking pricing and management, parking maximums for new development, unbundling 

parking from rents, and promotion of alternative modes of travel.  Therefore, variable or 

performance based curbside meter pricing tends to be most effective and beneficial if 

implemented as part of an integrated parking management program.   However, this 

assessment focuses on curbside parking management and conditions that are unique and 

specific to downtown Bethlehem.  

 

Kimley-Horn’s review and recommendation addresses four (4) primary tasks/objectives;  

 

1) a review of existing and available parking data, BPA’s management strategies/technology, 

and ongoing and related transportation initiatives;  

2) research on variable pricing strategies in similar and nearby communities; 

3) a review of the required process in Bethlehem to adopt variable pricing, and 

4) Kimley-Horn’s recommendations regarding the applicability of variable pricing. 
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Definitions  

 

As noted in the introduction, variable rate pricing can also mean demand-responsive, 

performance, and/or dynamic.   However, there are some significant and some subtle 

differences between these terms and there are aspects of these strategies that overlap. 

Before any opinion on parking pricing strategies can be offered the definition(s) associated 

with variable pricing is required.    

 

Varying Rates Geographically – Before the advent of advanced parking sensors and 

complicated performance algorithms, pricing strategies differed not by time of day or by 

performance measure but by geographic location.   Qualitative or subjective information on 

supply and demand would be used to increase or decrease the price of a unit of parked time 

by block face, street, zone, or neighborhood to achieve the desired results of increased 

turnover. 

 

Performance-based Pricing - Pricing parking based on performance goals for the street or 

transportation system allows cities to better manage the parking supply. Parking experts 

generally agree that 10 to 20 percent (one or two spaces) of on-street parking per block should 

be vacant most of the time to reduce or eliminate cruising for parking.   Implementing a 

performance-based pricing program begins with understanding the local parking context and 

establishing a balance between parking supply, both on street and off, and demand. Accurate 

and up-to-date supply and demand data is helpful to determine appropriate parking rates.  

Parking rates fixed or variable by time (to be discussed) would be based on previously 

established guidelines on recording utilization.  Rates would be adjusted upward or downward 

once the desired level of utilization and turnover is active. 

 

Dynamic Pricing - Dynamic pricing refers to technology-enabled pricing based on real-time 

changes in demand and supply.  Installation of parking sensors track the occupancy of each 

block face in real time and prices are set dependent upon occupancy targets allocated to that 

period. The timetable is agreed in advance and local motorists are aware of the difference in 

costs for peak time parking and off-peak parking.  Like performance-based pricing, the 

purpose is to dynamically set prices so that the occupancy of each block face equals some 

occupancy target. However, the installation of parking sensors is required as they track the 

occupancy of each block face and can change the rate in real time based on performance 

criteria. 

 

Progressive / Graduated Prices - Often used in off-street parking, progressive or escalating 

rates increase the longer a vehicle is parked to offer lower cost parking for transient 

consumers. The rate structure is designed to discourage long-term parking, thereby 

increasing parking turnover and availability.   This permits the municipality to remove posted 

parking duration limits and remove the need to enforce those same durations.   A parking 

consumer can remain parked as long as they desire but the fee associated with that decision 
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increases significantly and is a deterrent to that behavior.   Parkers would be required to insert 

the appropriate fee into a smart meter or pay through a mobile app.  While revenue from 

parking citations is decreased, experience in other communities suggest that parking 

performance remains high and parking revenue increases. 

 

It is unclear, at present, if performance, dynamic, or graduated pricing is appropriate for the 

Bethlehem parking system to achieve its desired goals without an understanding of current 

parking utilization and turnover levels.   Therefore, the following examines existing and 

available data. 

Review of Existing and Available Data 

 

2018 Comprehensive Parking Study 

 

While the review of existing and available parking data included discussions with BPA’s 

Executive Director and extensive online research, much of the information on the parking 

program in Southside and Northside was obtained from the June 2018 parking study 

completed by DESMAN.   That report included parking inventory, May and September 2017 

AM, midday, and PM weekday occupancy counts, projections of future demand, an 

assessment of current parking operations, revenues, and expenses, and planning and 

operational recommendations.   As noted in the introduction, the report and recommendations 

did not include consideration for variable rate on-street meter pricing.   Focusing on on-street 

parking, the Northside has 444 metered spaces which were 40% occupied during the AM 

survey period, 60% during the midday period, and 57% during the PM period.  Metered 

durations include 3-hour and 10-hour spaces.  The Southside has 791 metered curbside 

spaces which were 43%, 48%, and 39% occupied during the same AM, midday, and PM 

periods.  Metered durations in Southside include 3-hour, 4-hour, 10-hour, and 13-hour spaces.   

Both areas employ IPS single-space meters that accept coin, credit/debit cards, and token 

and parking customers are also able to pay for parking through the MobileNow pay-by-cell 

application.   All on-street meters were $1.00 per hour at the time of the report. 

 

The occupancy percentages referenced above are in aggregate for each of the study areas.  

The 2018 study also included information on parking occupancy for each block face, e.g., one 

side of a street from one cross street to the next adjacent cross street.  Figure 1 and 2 

illustrates the occupancy of the highest used areas during the peak hour of the peak day for 

both the Northside and Southside, respectively.  For example, several of the blocks and 

spaces west the Fred B. Rooney Highway in Northside and west of Fillmore Street and 

Bethlehem Steel Plant in Southside were not illustrated as the on-street inventory and use 

was low.    
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Figure 2:  Southside On- and Off-Street Peak Weekday Parking Occupancy 

Figure 1:  Northside On- and Off-Street Peak Weekday Parking Occupancy 
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While system-wide on-street parking occupancy levels never exceeded 60% and 48% in the 

Northside and Southside, respectively, occupancy on certain streets and block faces did reach 

or exceed 85% which is a general measure of parking stress.   In Northside, the three blocks 

bound by East Broad Street, E. Market Street, Main Street, and North New Street had peak 

weekday occupancy percentages between 75% and 100%.  Interestingly, the Walnut Street 

Garage, which exists within that block and has 777 spaces, only achieved a 69% occupancy 

rate and had 240 available spaces.   The transient parking rate in that garage is $1.00 per 

hour which at the time was equal to the rate for on-street metered parking.  The pattern of 

peak on-street parking utilization in Southside was erratic with one side of the street exhibiting 

low occupancy percentages while the other side of the street exhibits high occupancy.   The 

only consistent pattern of parking occupancy was along East Packer Avenue between Vine 

Street and Ryan Street/Fillmore Street, an area that is clearly influenced by Lehigh University.   

According to DESMAN’s report (see Lot T and Table 10 from that document), the 602-space 

parking garage in that location was only 10% utilized during this same period.  

 

Given the flat rate of $1.00 per hour at the time of the study for both on-street and off-street 

parking in both study areas and the higher rate of occupancy in most curbside spaces it is 

obvious that short-term parkers, those remaining for three hours or less (the posted duration) 

prefer to park on-street.   Given the greater convenience for curbside parking by short-term 

parkers, municipalities typically charge a lower fee for off-street parking to encourage visitors, 

shoppers, restaurant patrons, and other short-term user groups to parking in lots and garages 

to free up curbside spaces for opportunity parkers, those individuals who are driving through 

downtown, see an interesting shop or restaurant and an empty curbside spaces, and pull over. 

It should be noted that based on best industry practice, the Mayor has raised on-street parking 

rates from $1.00 per hour to $1.50 per hour effective January 2019.    

 

Overview of Current Transportation Initiatives 

 

Parking is part of a larger and very complex transportation system.   Therefore, changes to 

parking pricing must be considered in the context of the larger transit and mobility system 

which includes bus, shuttle, bicycle, and pedestrian circulation.   With the growth of 

transportation network companies like Uber, Lyft, and DiDi and the potential impact of 

autonomous vehicles, curbside parking management and pricing strategies have a variety of 

new challenges to address.   For the City of Bethlehem and this assessment of variable 

parking pricing, the following simply presents an overview of current transportation strategies 

that could affect or be affected by changes in parking rates. 

 

The Lehigh Valley Coalition for Appropriate Transportation (LVCAT) and Lehigh and 

Northampton Transportation Authority (LANTA) have several initiatives to engage, enhance, 

and expand bicycle use and bike commuting by expanding the bicycle trail network and bike 

path installations.  The Southside Vision Master Plan targets several strategies to improve the 

pedestrian experience and making the area more walkable through enhanced streetscaping 
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and developing vacant parking lots.   Lehigh University’s Strategic Plan considers expanding 

their current shuttle bus program so that faculty, staff, and students have more alternatives 

than driving and parking.   The City’s Planning & Zoning department and it’s The City Livable:  

Modest Proposal for a More Walkable Downtown, proposed, among several parking related 

issues, improvements to crosswalks and increasing sight distances at intersections that would 

require eliminating several curbside spaces.   While these are noteworthy concepts, plans, 

and initiatives, with several having some impact on the public right-of-way and curbside 

parking, there is nothing of a significant or specific nature that would support and oppose 

variable parking pricing. 

 

Geographic Information System (GIS) Analysis 

 

The determination of value for any goods and services are driven by the laws of supply and 

demand.  Regarding parking, demand is generated by the land use activities within a particular 

block or area.   As the 2018 parking study did not assess the relationship between land use 

activity and parking activity which is typically required, Kimley-Horn’s examination does 

include a very preliminary examination.  The following focuses on a summation of land use 

type and building value.  Working with the City’s Geographic Information System (GIS) 

Department and with access to both the City and Lehigh and Northampton County’s 

databases, Figure 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b summarizes graphically the results of our research.   The 

land use map differentiates between office, residential, retail, restaurant, theater, industrial, 

mixed-use, and other categories.   This differentiation is important as it helps visualize the 

potential demand associated with long-term (employee and resident) and transient (shopper 

and visitor) activity.  Curbside parking is best when managed to serve short duration, high-

turnover activity and uses such as retail, restaurant, and theater are particularly dependent 

on that supply of spaces.   In turn, the management and pricing of those spaces is quite 

relevant. 

 

The value of the building is also relevant as combined with the land use type information it 

suggests the value of the spaces along that street and/or block, the financial wherewithal of 

the employees, customers, and/or visitors, and the import of price when managing and 

distributing parking demand.  A customer to a high-end retail shop, for example, may be more 

unwilling to park in a garage or surface lot than directly in front of that shop if the pricing for 

on- and off-street parking is undervalued simply because the curbside spaces is more 

convenient.  

As illustrated in Figure 3a, Northside is dominated by commercial, residential, and exempt 

(public library, government offices, churches, etc.) land uses and there is a concentration of 

commercial uses along the Broad Street (East and West) and Main Street corridors.  From a 

property value perspective, see Figure 3b, the commercial land uses along West Broad Street 

exhibited a significantly higher per square foot property value when compared with the rest of 

Northside.   However, from a parking utilization perspective, the curbside spaces along West 
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Broad Street had very low peak hour occupancy levels and the suggested relationship 

between valuable commercial land use activity and high parking demand did not materialize. 

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the land use map and property value maps for Southside.   Exempt 

land uses include Lehigh University, the Boys and Girls Club of Bethlehem, and churches but 

there is a strong commercial corridor along Broadway to the west and along East 3rd and 4th 

Street.   Property values vary and do not exhibit a strong pattern and it is difficult to determine 

if there is a high land use and parking value point within this area.   Like land use type and 

value, the pattern of parking occupancy did not exhibit a definable pattern and like the 

assessment of Northside property and parking there isn’t a relationship between the value of 

land and the value of parking.   As such, the justification of variable curbside parking pricing 

based on this information is inconclusive or suggest that there isn’t a clear location where 

different pricing strategies would be beneficial.  
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Figure 3a:  Northside Land Use Map 

Figure 3b:  Northside Building Value (per Square Feet) 
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Figure 4a:  Southside Land Use Map 

Figure 4b:  Southside Building Value (per Square Feet) 
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Review of Current Parking Operations and Meter Technology 

While variable rate and/or performance pricing does not require an overly elaborate system 

of operational checks and balances or parking hardware and software that requires emerging 

technology, some management sophistication is required.   This section, therefore, provides 

an overview of the BPA’s current form, function, and technical capabilities.  

The BPA was established under City Ordinance No. 2196 which, among other powers, 

transfers the responsibility of setting parking meter rates and locations from the City to the 

Authority with directions from the Mayor.   In the mid-1980’s legislation was revised to give 

the following entities rate setting authority in Bethlehem: 

• On-street rates – Mayor 

• Off-street rates – BPA 

• Parking Fines – City Council 
 

As such, the Mayor has the ability to set and change on-street parking rates.   Naturally, this 

would apply to variable or performance-based rates which could vary by location, duration, 

and time of day.   The BPA is empowered with the responsibility to enforce the City’s parking 

related codes and ordinances related to curbside management including payment of parking 

meters, parking time limits, and on-street permit parking regulations.   Pursuant to Article 

531.99, “any police officer or Bethlehem Parking Authority enforcement officer or duly 

authorized City employee shall place on a vehicle operated in violation of any provision of 

Article 531, a notice for the owner or operator to report to the Bethlehem Parking Authority in 

regard to a violation”.   Fines for expired meter, overtime parking, and meter feeding are $10 

but increase to $30 if unpaid after fourteen days.   As reported in the 2018 Parking Study, 

these fines are low in comparison to peer municipalities and should on-street meter rates be 

increased fines for violations should also be increased.    In addition to its parking enforcement 

and rate setting powers, the BPA has a full complement of staff involved in operations, 

maintenance, accounting, collections, and appeals (of issued citations).  The BPA employs 

IPS meters that do not use space occupancy sensors, can be programed with nine different 

rates per day, and can shift to a flat evening rate. 

As noted previously, the BPA employs IPS smart meters Model M3 and M9 which accept coin 

and credit card and provides the convenience of pay-by-cell phone payment application 

through Mobile Now.   Regarding meter performance data, the IPS meters do not have the 

sensor (occupancy/vacancy) feature which further encourages parking compliance, short-

duration of stay, and higher turnover through effective enforcement, and the BPA’s sensor 

puck pilot program did not prove worthwhile.   As such, the BPA cannot collect real time data 

on parking utilization and turnover.   While there are meter technologies that provide the 

necessary data for performance-based pricing, stress on existing battery technology 

associated with constantly pushing and pulling data dramatically reduces battery life and 

requires more frequent, and costly, replacement.  
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Parking on Third Street on South side Bethlehem. (APRIL GAMIZ / THE MORNING CALL / THE MORNING CALL) 

Additionally, timely data transmission is reliant on the cellular carrier used to transmit the data.  

Municipalities need to be aware that the transmission of parking data is not a priority for 

cellular providers and that the timely transmission of occupancy data in real-time is also 

dependent of the demands placed on cell service in the area. With 911 services having priority 

over all cellular needs, the constant transmission of data to and from parking meters is one of 

the lowest priorities for all cellular providers. As a result, even with single space meters 

utilizing sensor technology, the data transmitted by these devices may not reflect the most 

current conditions in each respective space. This latency condition does cause municipalities, 

that have chosen to use sensors, a great deal of problems due to untimely delivery of data 

caused by cellular providers. 

Finally, parking meter sensor technology has not reached the level of accuracy necessary to 

properly support the issuance of parking citations as they often require back office verification 

to ensure that the sensor has not falsely reset resulting in citations issued in error.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research on Variable Pricing Strategies in Similar and Nearby Communities 

While variable pricing strategies have been employed in New York City, Chicago, Boston, San 

Francisco, and Los Angles, examples in smaller cities was harder to find.   The small 

municipality of Huntington Village, New York on Long Island introduced multi-space parking 

meters as part of a series of changes designed to improve parking performance.   The Village 

designated primary and secondary metered parking zone with different per hour parking rates.   

In Asbury Park, New Jersey, the City employs geographically zoned parking rates and 

seasonal rates.   In the Downtown and Central Zones, during peak beach season, on-street 

parking is $1.00/hour Monday through Friday 9AM to 5PM and $2.00/hour Friday through 

Monday between 5PM and 2AM.   Rates in the Waterfront zone during beach season is 

$2.00/hour Monday through Sunday 9AM to 2AM.   Closer to home, rates for one-hour of on-
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street parking in Allentown ($1.00 to $2.00), Harrisburg ($1.50 to $3.00), and Morristown 

($0.75 to $1.00) also vary by location.   In Allentown, parking meters on Hamilton Street from 

4th to 10th Streets are $2.00 per hour.  The rates in all other locations are $1.00.  

There are also a handful of smaller to midsized municipalities that are in the process of 

initiating performance-based pricing as part of a larger “smart cities” strategy. Under smart 

cities, municipalities are utilizing high-speed public Wi-Fi, existing surveillance equipment, 

traffic monitoring cameras, traffic signal controls, and parking meter information to help 

officials make the most efficient use of public assets and resources.  As part of an overall 

smart city’s initiative in Erie, Pennsylvania’s Innovation District, the Erie Parking Authority 

(EPA) plans to install multi-space parking meter technology that can send a text message to 

a person’s cellphone if their meter is about to expire.   Once installed, the EPA would have 

sufficient information to explore demand-based pricing and/or special pricing configurations 

for special events.  At present, however, performance-based curbside parking pricing 

strategies have not been initiated in Erie.  

Findings and Recommendation 

Kimley-Horn’s recommendation regarding variable, performance-based, dynamic, and/or any 

of the forms of variable pricing are based on the following; 

• Current on- and off-street parking rates 

• Current on- and off-street parking utilization levels (Desman 2018 Report)  

• Land use activity and value 

• Capability of Existing Meter Technology 

• Ease of Conversion from Fixed to Variable Rate Structures 
 

As reported in the 2018 parking study, monthly off-street rates range from $40 to $65 per 

month, off-street transient rates are $1.00 per hour, and on-street meter rates are now $1.50 

per hour.   As that study did not record on-street parking turnover and duration, it is unclear if 

the on-street rate is enough to discourage abuse by long-term parkers.   However, with off-

street hourly rates now slightly lower than on-street rates, there is now some motivation for 

cost conscious short-term parkers to park in the somewhat less convenient off-street spaces 

which should free up additional on-street spaces.  On-street utilization should be monitored 

closely since the on-street rate increase to examine if the increase was enough to encourage 

the increased use of off-street facilities for longer term users.    Kimley-Horn does not see 

evidence to suggest that other rates changes are warranted until the impact of the recent rate 

change is evaluated closely. 

Parking utilization as reported in the 2018 study did identify fourteen (14) of the seventy-two 

(72) block faces in Southside and five (5) of the forty-one (41) block faces in Northside had 

occupancy percentages at or above 85%.  But as a system, the two areas achieved only 49% 

(Southside) and 64% (Northside) occupancy during the peak hour.  Since parking rates were 
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recently increased in these higher demand areas, parking utilization in the various areas 

should be monitored closely. The 2018 study did examine parking utilization during a weekday 

AM, midday, and PM period in May and September.   While system-wide parking occupancy 

did vary from one period to the next, utilization was low during peak and off-peak hours.    

Using the City and County’s geographic information system (GIS) data, Kimley-Horn 

examined the type of land uses in a block and along a street, the value of the property, and 

parking utilization.   The land use data did not generate parking utilization patterns that 

illustrate the effect that valuable commercial space (office, shops, restaurants) had on on-

street parking activity in front of those businesses.   As such, there was no discernable pattern 

that would justify increases on-street meter rates in areas of highest commercial value.  

Based on a review of IPS meter specifications and discussion with the BPA the IPS meters 

that do not use sensors but can be programed with nine different rates per day and can shift 

to a flat evening rate.   Therefore, while variable rates based on geographic and/or scheduled 

time of day factors can be implemented, the data required for dynamic real-time price 

variability does not exist.    

The Mayor increased on-street parking rates in 2011 when they were adjusted from $.50 per 

hour to $1.00 per hour.  The BPA increased off-street parking rates were increased in 2015 

from $.75 per hour to $1.00 per hour.  In January 2019, the Mayor increased on-street parking 

rates to $1.50 per hour from $1.00 per hour achieving the result of higher pricing for more 

convenient curbside parking. 

Based on our review of the Desman report and on our own research conducted as part of this 

project, Kimley-Horn does not believe that performance-based, dynamic, or progressive on-

street parking rates should be implemented at this time.  This opinion is based on the fact that 

curbside utilization is relatively low, there are no large concentrations of intense demand, 

current monthly and hourly rates are low and offer no variability between on-street and off-

street transient rates, and the level of effort and cost required to collect the necessary 

performance data is prohibitive given the size of the BPA and its budget.   The City and BPA 

could pilot test variable rates based on location and/or time of day for specific streets or blocks 

but significant surpluses on adjacent streets/blocks and within nearby off-street lots and 

garage would suggest that the increased rates would simply drive parkers to these other areas 

of lesser utilization. 


